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Abstract 

The paper reviewed on the orthodoxy of efficient market hypothesis (EMH) as 

well as behavioral finance. The study presents how the informational efficiency 

might of the EMH has been provoked and challenge by the new wave of 

behavioral finance using human psychology as well as other factors such as 

January effect, 2008 housing bubbles and mutual fund managers success in 

beating the market are also factors influencing the asset prices not only  

information as uphold in the EMH. The literature review section was divided 

into two parts. The first part elaborates much more on the EMH informational 

efficiency and validity. While the second part enumerate evidence against EMH 

informational and rationality concepts as conceptualized by new paradigm of 

Behavioral finance. The study has revealed that EMH has been a valid 

assumption right from it inception in 1970 by Eugene Fama. The model has 

enjoined emperical support in its informational efficiency and served as guide 

into the world of investment. However, the study has equally shown that series 

of anomalous that proved against the dictum of EMH was uncovered by the new 

study of behaviorists. The study furthermore, focused on identifying the gap in 

the two opposing camp on EMH efficiency and elaborate on filling the gap. 
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Introduction 

Efficient market hypothensis (EMH) is an important concept that has well stood 

the great test of the time in the world of finance. Much of contemporary 
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investment practice as well as academic finance are predicated on the premise 

of the EMH the belief that market absorbed its fundamental values (Konte, 

2010). Fundamentally, "efficient market hypothesis" (EMH) as conceived by 

Fama (1970) contends that the most and only supreme price determinant is the 

information, as price do reflect the fundamentals values of the underlying assets 

(Andrikkopoulos, 2005). EMH is linked to notion that price changes are 

unpredictable and always follows a random walk, thereby making it difficult for 

any professionals or investor taking a due advantage of the market (Hamid et 

al. 2010). 

The underlying basis of this far-reaching concept is the notion that participants 

of the market are rational investors, always acting in the best possible way by 

optimally trading off benefits and costs weighted by mathematically correct 

marginal and probabilities utitilies (Lo, 2005). Furthermore, Malkiel (2003) 

contends that hypothesis of efficient market is a simple concept that support 

absolute absorption of information on individual securities and that of the 

market as a whole. The usual norm is the whenever  information arises is 

captured and reflected very quickly into securities prices. Thus, neither 

historical study of the stock price in an effort to predict likely future price by 

way of employing technical analysis, nor effort in analyzing financial 

information in order to assess the company asset values and earnings through 

fundamentals analysis techinques, to identify undervalued securities, would 

allow investors beating the market for excess returns. 

The efficient market is ingrained with the notion of a "random walk", term 

which is used to describe independecy of information. The idea where 

information quickly reflect in securities prices, in such a way that price changes 

only reflect today's news which will be independent from tomorrow's stocks 

prices (Campell, 2014). Indeed, the element that causes the price changes 

between today and tomorrow is news, and by definition news is unpredictable, 

thus the variation of the price changes must be uncorrelated, random and 

unpredictable , (Malkiel, 2013). Given the inclusiveness of information of the 

efficient market it support that even amateur investors can obtain the same 

return as good as experts could have achieved. 

Closely after EMH conception in the late 1960s to early 70s the EMH achieved 

an enormous empirical and theoretical success. In fact, the theory has been 

credited by the body of academic research after subjecting it through rigorous 

experimentation and empirical testing which confirmed its efficacy as well as 
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pratical relevance in the world of finance. Indeed, a substantial proportion of 

finance curriculum more especially on portifolio security analysis was created 

and rooted on the notion of EMH as well as its application. Micheal Jensen- a 

student of Fama,- unequivocally declared that no any sound and robust 

proposition exist in the economic that has supporting empirical evidence as the 

EMH (Asness and Liew, 2014). 

Such sound and compelling statement sometimes need reversals, and even EMH 

is of no exception. In recent years, the EMH theoretical foundations as well as 

the evidence empirically assuming to have validated it have critically been 

opposed and challenged. The fundamentals key forces with which the stock 

markets are belief to accomplish its efficiency- such as rationally and arbitrage 

are found to be limited or insignificant than even the market hypothesis have 

uphold. Also, some of the evidence strengthening the EMH has been reversed 

with new studies on security prices. With the latest theory and classic evidence, 

the behavioral economics has surfaced as a new alternative paradigm of security 

market. According to this new view, financial theory falls short in providing the 

security markets to highly be efficients. Rather significant as well as systematic 

deviation from markets efficiency are found to exist for a prolong period of 

time. Evidently, behavioral finance have both explains and proved the factors 

that somehow appears anomalous and shift from the perspective of efficient 

markets, as well as generates some new predictions that are being confirmed. 

This paper explains theoretical myth backing the EMH foundations. The report 

also examines the critism advance on the market efficiency theory as well as the 

notion that securities prices are possibly predictable. Moreover, the report will 

assess the cross-fire arguments between beleivers and non-beleivers of EMH.  

Additionally, specific irregularities of EMH as often sign-posted by critics of 

market efficiency will be covered in this survey. 

 

Efficient Market Hypothesis 

The root of efficient market can be traced from the operation of capital market. 

At this market ownership allocation is being facilitated. it is the market that 

allows investors to choose variety of securities that signified ownership in 

public companies (Watson and Head, 2013). Investment desicions are being 

carried out here. The allocation as well as investment desicion at capital market 

works under common assumption that stock prices on any given time do reflect 

all kind of information. Thus, a market where prices reflect fully all accessible 
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information is known as efficient market (Fama, 1998). 

Efficient market has three informational subsets which include weak-form 

efficient, semi-strong efficient form and strong form efficient. At weak level the 

market is said to be efficient if securities prices absorb all historical price 

movement (Verhofen, 2014). In this market situation unusual gains or returns 

cannot be achieved by reviewing previous price patterns. In fact, the market has 

no memory thus, cannot recall what has happened. The market at weak form 

usually walk randomly in such a way that no any correlation exist between 

current period prices and the succesive periods (Lotterman, 2014). Research 

study qualified this view. Tests at weak form of efficient market include run 

tests, correlation tests and filter tests. 

Similarly, at semi-strong form level of efficient market all publicly as well as 

past information are incorporated into securities prices (Isreal and Moskowitz, 

2012). Any study and analysis of company relevant information cannot 

guarantee super extra returns. Moreover, research study agreed that well-

developed stock markets are sufficiently within this form of efficient market. A 

test for efficiency at semi-strong examining the speed at which new information 

is being absorbed is accurate (Brealey etal. 2014). 

Moreover, if securities prices reflect all forms of information then the market is 

said to be strongly efficient. That is all past, public and private information 

available has been incorporated into asset price (Jarrow and Larsson , 2012). 

Thus, any kind of scruting on company information will not produce super-extra 

returns. Typicall, at strong form of stock market the timing strategies shares  as 

well as manipulating accounts are of no use and pointless (Mathews, 2013). 

More so, EMH is yet defined as a thoery that support securities always trade 

and move at fair value on capital markets, thereby making it difficult for 

investors and participants to either sell stock at inflated prices or purchase 

undervalued securities (Tully, 2013). It is obvious that EMH cultivate a notion 

that market is always right, with self -correcting fair values dynamics and mean 

reversions towards fundamental value (Miller et al. 2013). Having considered 

the notion that binds EMH it can be deduced that no market timing or experts 

stock selection is possible in the operation of efficient  stock market. More so, 

this concept of market rationally can be viewed as the manner which markets 

captured new information in such a quicker easier and accurate pattern, such 

that it's absolutely impossible to manipulate the markets averages without 

assuming a greater risk (Tully, 2013). 
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Additionally, Tully (2013) has strongly agreed with the Fama, that always 

market prices are right in a sense that the prices represent the reliable forecast 

of future performance of a stock on the bases of today's estimate. That is, in as 

much as investors have same access to new information on same time then 

niether luck nor extra smartness will earn any investors additional benefits over 

time. The whole idea is that passive index investors can easily beat active 

investors in the context of EMH (Yen, 2008). This could be as a result that 

passive index funds saves substantially on trading costs and fees by simply 

following the entire index in a way that goes well with markets trends (Noyes , 

2010). 

Further to Fama's belief that stock markets are sufficiently efficient , as stock 

prices fully possesses all known information, therefore, it hold that the markets 

at any given time, they perfectly factor in any known available information. The 

significance of the market influence is such that at any material time the stock 

price exactly reflects the intrinsic values of the stock, which is niether 

overvalued nor undervalued (Tewari, 2013). As new sets of information flow 

stock prices changes as a results of assimilating the incoming news. Thus, 

change of price is only possible with future news. This implies that as future 

news is not available today therefore, it is not easy and possible to know or 

predict future stock prices, due to random movement of the prices (Fox, 2009). 

The immediate implication of this random movement in stock prices is that no 

investor can outsmart the market and make extra return unless by chance. Being 

rational and moving along with stock market movement is the common answer 

the proponents of EMH always respond to question on how investor make 

money in an efficient market (Brown, 2011). Thus, Malkiel (2012) concludes 

that fundamentals who are trying to know a company's true values of its stock 

by scrutinizing company's financial statements in order to predict future trends 

of the company's value is of no help. Because markets prices are structured in 

such a way that all information about a company's financial position and 

performance are already reflected in market prices, so much so that fundamental 

analysis is render useless (Malkiel, 2012). In the same vien, Malkiel argues that 

chatist and technician plus all their maneuvers in using markets past trends in 

order to gain insight into markets future trends are often appear very amusing 

and comforting, nonetheless such effort end up without any substance or value. 

Fama's efficient market mantra was wedded yet by Andrikopoulos (2005) who 

reiterated that availability of public information, the speed at which information 
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is been absorbed and create a new and perfect price equilibrium are some of the 

basic fundamental assumptions of EMH. Others are personal interest of an 

investor and rationality of an investor and the degree at which an investor 

exhibit efficient and actual cognitive behaviour. These assumptions are rooted 

in EMH, and this represents the realistics philosophical view of EMH. Indeed, 

the above assumptions precisely embodied the systematic pattern of stock 

market. That is market operating within it cognitive rationality of its 

participants. This market pattern supposed that all participants are behaving in 

the highest self-motivating mood operating with the sole objectives to pursue 

optimal investment strategies. The impact of this market behaviour is absolutely 

characterized by non-existence of both dominated securities and arbitrage 

opportunities (Jarrow and Larsson, 2012). In fact, the Fama, efficient market 

mantra akin very well with Malkiel (2012, p-26) assertion that "a blindfolded 

monkey throwing darts at the stock listings could select a portfolio that would 

do just as well as one selected by the experts" Meaning that advisory services 

on investment, earnings forecasts and studying chart patterns in order to predict 

future directions of the stock prices is useless (Mathews, 2013). 

Additionally, Read (2013) assert that thoeretical foundations of the EMH hinges 

fundamentally on three keys tenets. First , markets participants are uphold as 

being rational and supposedly valued asset rationally in a passive way. Second, 

the assumption that some market participants are not considered being rational 

and their random trading pattern cancel one another without influencing the 

market prices. Third, the assumption that upholds some participants are 

irrational and met with rational arbitrageurs in the market who eliminate and 

limited their excess influence on security prices. That is to say when participant 

are effictively rational, that tend to value each assest based on its fundamental 

value: that is discounting the future cash flow of the assests to its present value 

using their own risk characteristics (Brown, 2011). With something new 

happening to the security fundamental value, they investors on one hand 

respond quickly to the incoming information and thereby causing prices upward 

especially if the prevailing news appeared to be something of positive. On the 

other hand, if the news turns out to be bad then the prices are bidden downward. 

As a result, markets prices instantaneously incorporated all revelant available 

information in a systematic way allowing prices adjusting to new value and 

level which exactly commensurate with the new net present value of cash 

inflows (Bekiros, 2013) 
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However, these market basic assumptions of rationality as well as 

corresponding implications and consequences of market efficiency, has recently 

come under enormous attack and challenge. The prominent among the crities 

are behavioral economits who documented a series of conflicting theoretical as 

well as empirical evidence challenging the rationality view of market efficiency 

(Dempesy, 2013) 

 

The Opposition to Efficieny Market Theory 

Behavioral finance concerns with implication of cognitive, emotional and social 

dynamics on the institutional and individual economic decisions which has 

direct influence for resource allocation, market prices and returns. Behavioural 

models basically integrate typical insights emanating from psychological basis 

economic theory. 

As explained by Konte (2010) that behavioral finance main central issue is 

explaining the obvious reasons why market participants exhibit systematic 

errors that are inconsistent with common assumptions and notions of rational 

market. Furthermore, bahavioral finance investigate and challenge how market 

inefficiency are being utilised and converted to advantage (arbitrage) (phoa et 

al. 2007). 

Behavioural finance makes case with over or under reaction of the markets 

participant as the proximate cause the trends in the markets. Thus, over-

optimism, overconfidence, noise trading and mimicry ( herding spirit) are some 

of the limiting factors influencing investors' cognitive judgment which has 

direct implication in the pricing process of the stock markets (Taber, 2011). 

Conversely, Deng (2007) condemns traditional paradigm for ignorance of 

scientific connatation of human psycho and lack basic understanding of human 

psycology as well as behavior of stock pricing. Deng concludes that the 

traditionalists lack a concrete model build on scientific ground. 

Fundamentally, the stock markets rationality has been the most contention 

issues in the modern economy history. Quite sure going by the observation of 

behaviorists the consequential impact of irrational preference, cognitive error, 

emotions as well as the group behavior dynamics, behavioral finance 

sufficiently can offer an explanation to the undesirable market volatility and 

abnormal returns gains by way of using stale information strategies. Thus, 

Szyszka (2011) point out those cognitive errors can expalin the very existence 

of the stock market inefficiency which influences the   systematic movement of 
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price that pave way for technical analysis techniques to work. Hence, 

nonbelievers of the EMH contends that the investors are virtually irrational, due 

to exhibition of a number of financially and predictable ruinous biases, which 

are linked to keys psychological factors -  greed, fear and some emotional 

responses that do influences stock prices variation and changes in investors 

wealth (Lo et al. 2005). Shiller a professor of economy with a strong case in 

behavioral finance strongly supported irrationality behaviors such as mob and 

fear psyche to be responsible for swings in stock prices not what Fama 

formulated in EMH (Tully, 2013).  The behaviorists first point of emphasis 

pessimistic nature of the EMH are what they decribed as overreaction, 

overconfidence, mental accounting and many more of the behavioral biases 

which the markets exhibits, and which also turns out to be inconsistence with 

rationality contention of the EMH (Lo, 2005). 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

The central issues that draws a curtain between traditional paradigm and 

behavioral paradigm is the dynamics of the financial markets prices. Moreso, 

from this economic debate it can be learnt that Fama's contention was that only 

information is the determinant of price of the security, and firmly beleive that 

stock prices changes only on expected news basis. Also another most 

commended and profound case for all advocates of EMH is the ardent belief 

that rationality of investors is the commanding code of conduct in the business 

of stock markets. This rationality doctrine also gave birth to passive investment 

strategies (buy and hold approach) which are the only safe and sound trading 

rules according to Fama and surrogates. Additionaly, Fama beleives that even 

if other categories of investors exist in the stock  markets in addition to passive 

investors, their existence is always end up in contest with the passive investors 

beating and winning the race over them (active investors) - who are curious to 

exploit any mispriced opportunities relative to risk adjusted benchmark. 

However, from the opposite camp of the EMH, behaviorists emerge with Shiller 

spearheading the camp. Shiller's position in this debate was the contention that 

there's correlation between fluctuations of the stocks prices with euphoria and 

fads that has less in common with fundamental value that determine asset's 

price. Thus, excitement and optimism move stock in the animalistic spirit and 

herd behavior, as concluded by the critics of the EMH. 

Some of the main dichotomy between behavioral paradigm and traditional 
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paradigm can be viewed in threefold. First, behavioral ideals solely  rooted in 

economics decision and thinking that has impetus on emotional and social 

drives, and how such tendencies affect markets prices. Second, behaviorists 

focus on predictions of utility maximation through irrationality cognitive 

psychology. Third, behavioral specialists questions and enquires on how human 

tendencies are related to doing certain actions that have negative effects based 

on emotional  standpoints. While, on the traditionalists side prediction of utility 

maximation are based on the basic instinct of human rationality. 

Meanwhile, there seems to be a general consensus among both sides of the 

camps that market efficiency is a continuos variable that hinges on the 

combination of profit opportunities as well as the time length such oppotunities 

persisted. Definetly, efficient markets do produce profit opportunities which are 

relatively small and does not survive for some quite reasonable time before 

being recognised. However, such market inefficiencies once publicized tend to 

vanish. This consensus can be supported by the confessions made by both side. 

For example, Asness and Liew (2014) assert that even, Fama in so many 

occasion do admit that it is possible to exploit market due to existence of some 

minor market inefficiency. However, Burton and Shah (2013) assert that even 

proponents of behavioral finance do claim that efficient market theory is not 

that is a wrong hypothesis but only it is incomplete. 

The point here is that it is not a condition if markets are inefficient that the 

markets can easily be beaten. Because if stock markets were conspicuously, 

gigantically and frequently inefficient, investors could have adequately exploit 

all these advantages of inefficiency in easier ways than what it seems to be out 

in the real situation. Even though, emperical studies suggested that those 

opportunities happened on a long haul but it does age out rapidly. Thus, it is 

best fit in to say that if stock markets remain not to beleive, are perfectly 

efficient, hence it should also beleive the markets are not too grosssly 

inefficient. Therefore, in this controversial situation the best thing an investor 

should do is to behave like the markets are correctly efficient against beleiving 

that it can easily be beaten. That is because active management is obviously 

hard. However, it does not mean that beating the market is impossible. Take for 

example, Warren Buffet and who appears to be consistently beating the market. 

In aggregate the overall important practical implications of both side of the 

EMH advocacy on the predictability of the markets prices can be unfolded in 

this manner. First, EMH implies that investors cannot achieve an unusual high 
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returns and fund manager claiming to forecast the security prices well, however 

cannot provide continuos high returns, it holds that having got it right previously 

does not mean that the mutual fund or professional will do the same in future 

again. Second, future markets prices are very difficult to be predicted as market 

prices reflect all known information in a quickly and systematic fashion. Third, 

the eveidence contracdicting EMH indicate some existence of anomalies which 

serve as caveat emptor (let the buyer be aware ) to investors while investing. 

Fourth, security prices do overreact as a result of news thereby creating pricing 

errors which is only corrected slowly. Thus, paving way for making abnormal 

returns (that is immediately buying after a bad earnings declaration, and 

disposing it shortly when the prices normalised). Firth, sometimes stock values 

does not adjust quickly to the announcement, thereby creating space for a high 

return. 

 

Conclusion 

The efficient market hypothesis paradigm is one among the most classical 

theories in the modern finance. The theory was popularly believed to be hold in 

early 70s. It is the most cherished model by wider academics and market 

practitioners, and upheld to high esteemed by its proponents who sing a mantra 

for the model and tagged it as the most compelling classical proposition of all 

time within the economic realm (Asness and Liew, 2014). 

Eugene Fama, the driving apologist of EMH First assesses the predictability by 

questioning whether stock prices embedded all known available information. 

Fama's hypothesis asserts that security prices encompass all known information. 

Moreover, Fama (1970) point out that securities price is more of random walk 

that is falling and rising price pattern which is predicated based on the nature of 

firm's information. This information however is beleived to be fully absorved 

into securities prices. This insight raised skepticism and doubt on the fund 

managers' ability. This implies therefore, claims by the fund managers to 

possess some extra ability in correctly picking stocks is not in any way true. 

However, it has been explained that  factors not within the range of new 

information did influences securities prices and pattern. These are factors that 

influence decision of individual investors that has minimal links to qualitative 

information associated with a security, and these are fundamental views shared 

by behaviorists. More so, while in many instances stock markets operation 

appears to exhibit the theoretical ideal of EMH, but yet inconsistency is beleived 
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to embedded the market operation through the undisputable series of anomalies 

that characterized the notion of EMH. Among the notable anomalies that 

appears underpinning the markets are recent 2008 sub-mortgage crisis, mutual 

fund managers long term success and oldest anomaly of January effect. 

The general consensus binding the traditional paradigm and behavioral 

paradigm in this ongoing debate about EMH is the understanding that markets 

is not extremely efficient, but however, the market prices deviation from it 

fundamental values are somehow too small to offer any exploitable profits. The 

foregoing discussion of this current debate as understood may provide striking 

evidence which support that markets were not absolutely rational and efficient, 

hence market players can in any way affect and influence the security markets 

by incorporating their unique behavioral idiosyncratic and emotional 

expectations right to the markets' trading floors. However, in the most moderate 

and compelling tune on EMH is that capital markets combine the fact that of 

being more in efficient and less in predictability. 
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